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EBRD Report - Schumpeter model

Schumpeter’s model of economic growth driven by innovation

Yi ,t = A1−α
i ,t Kα

i ,t , where (0 < α < 1);
Ai ,t is the most recent technology used in industry i , in time t.
Ki ,t flow of a intermediate products used in this sector.
Yi ,t is aggregate output of industry i in time t.

Ai ,t is generated by most successful entrepreneur. The
entrepreneur in time t displaced an entrepreneur in time t − 1
by innovating more productive factors of production. (TE:
What happens in time t + 1?)

Higher economy growth rate implies higher firm turn-over.
This is how process of ’creative destruction’ generates entry of
new and exit of former innovators.
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Designing policies for growth Innovation and Imitation
(EBRD Report)

In this framework, countries can increase productivity by imitating
or innovating.

Which path will countries choose, depends on the proximity to
’technological frontier’.

Countries can be either at

’tech frontier’

imitators

Ȧ = un(γ − 1)A + um(Ā− A), where

γ is multiplier of pre-existing level of innovation

Ā global technology knowledge
un,m frequency of innovation and imitation which are affected by
institutions built to foster one or another.
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Schumpeter model continued

If we define g as a rate of technology growth in time t, then

g = un(γ − 1)A + um(a−1
t − 1)

TE: Fully derive the above equation.

at = Āt/At , inverse measure from distance from ’tech frontier’.

If at is lower it implies that country will grow faster.
The country benefits higher knowledge spillovers from more
advanced economies. (Historical examples: Japan and Europe after
1945)



Economic environment has large influence on the usage of
technology in the economy

Imitation has tended to occur where:

Large firms can take advantage of economies of scale

Small labour mobility

Limited competition and entry

Financial markets are limited (bank finance)



Economic environment has large influence on the usage of
technology in the economy

Countries that innovate at the technological frontier have tended
to require:

High labour market mobility

Intense competition and low barriers of entry

Focus on graduate education

Larger role of non-bank finance



Polices for growth:

1 Competition and entry

2 Education

3 Financial Constraints

4 Financial Reform



1.Competition and entry

Increasing competition increases labour productivity and
economic growth.

How do we measure competition? By entry rates.
What are the reasons for low entry rates? Because of barriers
of entry: access to finance, taxation, and regulation.



Domestic versus foreign competition



1.Competition and entry, continued

How to increase competition in an economy?

Building better institutions (?)
Contract enforcement process (?)
Property rights, registration procedures (Example of Lithuania
- 3 days, versus Bosnia and Herzegovina - 331 days).

EU accession process helps...

How does competition enhance innovation?



2. Education

With more educated population, technology innovation and
imitation are enhanced.

How is education measured? By looking at the share of GDP
invested in education, or by educational attainment of the
population. Recently, quality of education is used as well.



Correlation between test scores and real GDP

Increase of 100 points(st. dev) increases GDP for 1.3 to 2%



Composition of education investment

Countries closer to tech frontier spend more on tertiary edu.



Correlation between education investment and test scores



Tertiary graduates by field of study



3. Financial Constraints

Firms face credit constraints due to asymmetric information
between financiers and firms.

Levine (2004) uses two measures of financial development:
ratio of bank credit to GDP, and the degree of stock market
capitalisation – which are significantly related with growth in
the long run.

Credit constraints act as a main barrier of entry and
post-entry growth for small firms, whereas labour market
regulations inhibit the entry of large firms.



SME density and GDP growth



TFP frontier to the manufacturing sector



3. Financial Constraints, continued

Financial development is a gradual process, it can be speeded
up by:

setting-up of good banking institutions;
elimination of non-performing loans;
opening up domestic economies to foreign banks and direct
investment.



4. Financing reform

This reform is related to the tax reform and inflation control.


